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Natural sciences dealing with data-intensive production and sharing of distributed
online resources are known as e-sciences. Although based on classical observational
and/or experimental approaches, they use complex equipments that require extra-
organizational research schemes and dedicated infrastructures. For example, in
Biology and Chemistry, high-throughput facilities produce large volumes of data that
need special methods and tools to be tackled safely and consistently. To achieve this,
each facility must have its own in-house manpower to insure a 24-hour watchfulness
maintenance including the management of disaster operations, if any. Otherwise, the
data-producing platforms might delegate data administration to external committed
infrastructure that will guarantee data security as well in terms of confidentiality and
intellectual property as in physical preservation.

To achieve this, we are developing a pilot named SIDR-UEVE to examine main
aspects and conditions for the preservation and the accessibility of data produced from
academic UEVE facilities. SIDR is a national data repository under development to
insure the collect, the preservation and the diffusion of Omics research data in Life
sciences that include a scientific and technical Board-approved access plan. In SIDR,
metadata for transcriptomics, proteomics, etc., are collected according to the standards
developed by the corresponding communities and articulated to the Investigation-
Study-Assay (ISA) core designed at the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI). This
standards-based approach makes the SIDR repository highly interoperable with other
data infrastructures all over the world.

Accordingly, the SIDR-UEVE pilot is the SIDR extension to Mass Spectrometry
data and will be broadened to Nuclear Magnetic Resonance ones. The pilot focuses not
only on important issues concerning technical aspects (for example, the authentication
procedures and tools) but also on legal principles according to platform stakeholders
(for example, intellectual properties, data restitution/diffusion/deletion, etc). SIDR-
UEVE relationships scenarios are designed that should feed the eliciting of a French
data preservation policy in Life sciences.
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